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The Art of Pacesetting Leadership
Mid-Term Exam (Answer Key)

True or False: Circle T for True / F for False

1.	 T       F      Three key characteristics of great leaders are trust, good values, and a vision. 

2.	 T       F      Most true leaders were born leaders. 

3.	 T       F      One of the key qualities of a Master-level leader is an orientation to results. 

4.	 T       F      Whenever a leader serves, he or she should tell others and advertise it to prove his or  
        her leadership 

5.	 T       F      Three legs to Christian leadership are (1) a servants heart, (2) a teachable attitude, (3) a desire 
        to ever draw closer to Jesus 

6.	 T       F      Authentic Leadership is God-made leadership. 

7.	 T       F      Synthetic leadership is man-made leadership. 

8.	 T       F      The test of the authentic is in the position one holds.

9.	 T       F      Authenticity always begins with a seed planted. 

10.	T       F      God expects his leaders to be perfect people. 

11.	  T       F      God is looking for people with perfect hearts to serve as His leaders on Earth. 

12.	T       F      Reliability and dependability are more important that ability. 

13.	T       F      Our outer “kingdom” is a reflection of our inner “kingdom.” 

14.	 T       F      Our attitudes will affect every area of our lives, including business and ministry. 

15.	T       F      A person who has a wrong attitude may often take things personally and jump to  
                 quick conclusions. 

16.	T       F      Our level of living will end up being the level of our attitude and thinking. 

17.	T       F      The victim mentality is disgusting to God. 

18.	T       F      Vision is the comprehensive sense of where you are now and where you are going. 

19.	T       F      Vision is the big picture of your future. 

20.	T       F      The primary reason for success is being able to see what others don’t see. 

21.	T       F      People without vision typically criticize those with vision. 

22.	T       F      Success depends on one’s ability to take dreams and visions and convert them into reality.

23.	T       F      Faith goals are like “brushstrokes” that go into a masterpiece. 

24.	T       F      Faith goals are micro-steps that go into reaching a macro-picture. 

25.	T       F      Without faith goals, life becomes aimless. 
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 Answer the following questions:

26.	List at least three things that can be dangerous to the mind: 
(1) Hypnotism  
(2) Drugs  
(3) Lack of Proper Rest 
(4) Occultism  
(5) Negative self-talk 
(6) Some secular music 
 

27.	Explain briefly the difference between a vision and a faith goal? 
 
Vision is a comprehensive sense of where you are now and where you are going, faith goals are specific 
steps that go into making the vision.  
 

28.	List five rules for setting faith goals: 
(1) Specific 
(2) Prayerfully Set 
(3) Take you closer to your vision 
(4) Challenging 
(5) Have a deadline 

29.	From the session on Vision: Briefly share some of the things that freeze the “fuel line” of vision: 
(1) When we fail to reach out beyond ourselves 
(2) When we use averages as our standard 
(3) When we take unity lightly 
(4) When we have more than one vision 
(5) When you put a dollar sign on everything 
(6) Leaving passive people in places of prominence/leadership 
(7)  When the church (or your business) is a boring place to work and attend. 
 

30.	Tell us how this course is affecting you so far.  What have you received from this course? Tell us anything 
else you’d like to share here.


